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REFLECTIONS ON 2017 FOR ABEKS
This is Arctic Borderland’s 21st year of community based monitoring in the range of the Porcupine Caribou
Herd. The program is a successful collaboration involving communities in the NWT, Yukon and Alaska with the
support of funders from many governments and Renewable Resource Councils throughout the study area.
Community monitors interview local experts about what they are observing on the land, including changes
they are seeing in fish, caribou, bird and plant communities as well as unusual weather events. With over 20
years worth of observations documented, the Arctic Borderlands database has great potential to help
communities answer questions they may have about their changing environment and to help communities
adapt to those changes. The data is owned by the participating communities.

This has been an exciting and productive year for Arctic Borderlands. The co-op hired senior monitors in all
of our participating communities and ran a full monitoring program. As well, with support from Indian and
Northern Affairs Canada we did a trial run of a youth monitoring program. Senior monitors in seven out of
eight communities mentored a youth monitor from their community, introducing them to the processes of
interviewing experts and documenting their observations. We are really excited to see youth becoming
involved with community based monitoring and would like to commend all of this year’s monitors on their
excellent work. We also wish to thank all of the experts who contributed their knowledge and observations.
This is an extraordinary group of people who are working to improve access to information and decision
making by and for people living in the North. In this report you will find a summary from each senior and
youth monitor of what they heard and lessons they learned from the experts they interviewed. We hope you
enjoy learning through their experiences.

Mahsi’ Choo, Quyanaini, Hai’,

James Andre, President
Heather Ashthorn, Administrative Coordinator
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Interviewees

GWICH'IN - TSIIGEHTCHIC,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Senior Monitor: Anna May McLeod
A lot dryer in the June, July and August months. We

and energy in the areas of the Gwich’in, Inuvialuit

get less snow in January, February and September,

Settlement Areas (NT) and Yukon. Everyone

October, November, December but seem to get a

interviewed had some experience and traditional

bit more in March. In October and November, it

knowledge of the land, animal’s, insects, fish,

was mentioned that we don’t seem to get snows

plants, fish, water and the weather.

anymore. We get hotter than normal weather in
January, February March, December August, June,

Time on the Land

July October and November. More rain and lots of

Harvesters interviewed this year were more youth

drizzles from June, July and August.

due to some harvesters refusing to be interviewed,
others age ranges were from middle aged to the

Thunder storms in July and August, not as louder

elders. Harvester spent most of their time on the

and sounds closer also hardly any each year.

land from weekends to ten months doing hunting,

Winds not much anymore and not as stronger from

trapping, hauling wood, fishing, berry picking,

June to August but we had more winds in January

collecting traditional medicines, camping and

and February. It gets a bit icing events and frosty

hiking.

weather in January, February, March, November

CIHCTHEGIIST

Tsiigehtchic Harvesters spent most of their time

and December but it was noted not as much. The

Comments on the Weather

weather conditions are happening more

Harvesters noted we have milder weather patterns

frequently and earlier every year, getting very

in February, April, September, November. The

warm. Snow is melting faster, and in November we

colder month was in January.

have clearer water in the fall on the Mackenzie
and Arctic Red rivers.
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Senior Monitor: Anna May McLeod
continued
Other Things on Weather

The white fish and crooked back has softer and

Warmer weather than normal in October,

runny flesh in July.

November and December, also the season through

CIHCTHEGIIST

the year are coming later. still have open water on

Comments on the Birds

the Mackenzie River late in the fall. We get less

Harvesters said the migratory birds are fewer

land slides on the Mackenzie and Arctic Red River

every year in the spring and summer months. The

last year. Rainy in summer and fall time, it just

birds are arriving earlier and leaving more lately.

pores then stops just like turning tap water on and

Saw some difference species in the smaller bird’s

off. Don’t really see icy events and frosty weather

section. Predatory birds are more and coming

anymore getting less and less. Spring come earlier

earlier each year and leaving later in fall. Snow

every year. Unusual to have no strong storms. Fish

birds are coming earlier in January and seeing

runs are crazy and no snow. We get Less winds,

more songbirds in the summer.

storms, frosty and icing events. More wildland
forest fires, very warm in January and unusual

Game birds:

warm falls, Mackenzie river taking longer to freeze

Seeing fewer mallards, ptarmigan, sandhill cranes,

up, due to ice breaking up it cause unusual strong

eagles and seagulls every year. There was Geese

south winds which makes storms in November,

seen in November 15, 2017 yet, it should have been

there is less water in rivers and lakes.

gone a long time ago in October. The snipes are
fewer and the songbirds are fewer as well. The

Comments of the Berries

black ducks are not coming in abundance

Harvesters said they picked berries from June to

anymore just a few around in the summer. The

September such as Knuckle Blueberry and

small Black birds were not around this summer, but

cranberry which was fewer and had low quality

some was still around in November 15/17. We see

also it was a poor year. In addition, they were

fewer squaw ducks, whiskey jacks and song birds

much drier than most years and cooked, also was

every year. The robins and chickadee are fewer in

hard to find. No one picked any of these berries,

our area and not singing as much in the summer

blackberry, Raspberry, crowberry and currants.

months. Harvester that went hunting met needs

Some said they met their needs and other said

and the one that didn’t did not meet needs. Birds

never met their needs. It depended on the area

of prey: It was mentioned that the falcons, eagles,

they went to pick. There were no berries in the

hawks, owls, woodpeckers and cranes are more in

Richardson Mountains this year. Berries were dry,

the GSA.

to hot summer. Not ripped at the right time,
smaller and no cranberries was a poor year. Fewer

Unusual or different species of birds:

berries this year low quality and a poor and

Caught a Pelican on the Arctic Red River in a net,

drought year and some said we had cold weather

that was strange for our area. Seeing more

this summer.

snowbirds in fall but for the other birds there is
fewer around now. Never see songbirds anymore,

Comments on the Fish

they use to always come in the spring time. Birds

Harvesters said they met needs for fishing for their

seem to be confused with the weather, they

families and community and it was good quality. It

migrated twice this year. The yellow beak geese

was mentioned that we are catching more

left late last fall. Seeing more Black birds in the

pickerel on the Mackenzie river. Harvester are

springtime and hummingbird in the summer time

getting more whitefish and Coney for

around the fireweed plants.

consumption and fishing more for families. Most
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harvesters said they don’t fish for dogs. There is

Bird Migration:

more salmon being caught every year and we give

The birds mentioned in the 2017/2018 interview

it to the GRRB salmon project. The chum salmon

are being seen coming later and leaving earlies

comes in June to November in Arctic Red River and

every year. The shores birds are fewer every

Mackenzie Rivers. We are catching them in 5’’ nets

summer. Seeing some different birds that look like

and there is more every year.

black birds and robins together.

Senior Monitor: Anna May McLeod
continued
The migrations are changing Birds are coming

It was mentioned through out the survey about

earlier and leaving late, late in the fall. Unusual:

having lots of wolves at the porcupine caribou

Geese and ducks are not following their usual fly

range and in the Gwich’in Settlement Area.

route and coming earlier each year. The eagles

Comments on the Insects

The eagle is picking at the fish in the fishnets to

Harvesters said that the mosquitoes are fewer

eat. It was mentioned that Bats has been seen

every year because of dry weather conditions.

behind (south) of the community by berry pickers

Seeing different insects in our area which have

and hikers. There was a strange looking bird like a

different shapes and sizes, such as half fly and

woodpecker (look like a humming bird) brown in

half wasp, it looked like something like a stink bug.

color and trying to get in all the windows of the

Another one looked like a hornet it had a shield on

house. Seen reddish black bird, had a black belly

its back, was hug, had a dark color green to black

and red all over. We are seeing more and more

and shinny looking, the GGRRC has a picture. We

magpies too but seeing less and less other birds

are getting more horse flies (bull dogs) and they

that mentioned in the survey every year.

are getting bigger is size, this goes for all bugs in

CIHCTHEGIIST

and black ducks are still around in late November.

our area. Kill sites: None seen in our area this year,

Comments on the Caribou

but one seen at the Richardson mountains by a

Harvesters said that the porcupine caribou is

grizzly bear.

coming into the NT side less and less but was more
in old crow area. The caribou are not following

Comments on the Mammals

their usual migration routes. The people’s needs

Harvesters trap more fur bearers and noticed

were met by community hunts and the ones that

more beavers, squirrels, rabbit, weasels, red fox,

hunted for themselves, it was noted their needs

lynx, wolves and black/grizzly bears and their cubs

was not met due to sickness, no time, no gas,

also otters.

equipment’s, transportation and no caribou

Unique or rare:

around. We are seeing less younger males. The

Seen a seal and pelican on the Arctic Red and

caribou are taking different routes and we had no

Mackenzie River. Harvester said they are seeing

place to hunt them. The caribou used to come in

more wolf packs in our area. They have seen less

the spring time and leave in the fall now they don’t

land slides on the Arctic Red and Mackenzie rivers

do that anymore. In the spring time the porcupine

this year. There was less erosions on the rivers last

caribou in the Richardson Mountains area was

year reported. See a seagull on November 15, 2017

good. It was noted that some harvesters met their

on the Mackenzie river. The ground fire chased

needs, and some didn’t meet their needs.

animals around to different routes Last year. No
muskrats around in our area. The younger marten

Caribou characteristic:

is getting to be more around, and foxes are going

Winter and summer month was good to average

away since wolves are around all the time.

body conditions and no abnormalities seen in the

Permafrost is melting and causing slumps on land

caribou around our area but towards the Arctic

in the mountains and rivers.

Ocean at shingle point area, some caribou had
abnormal innards (skinny and bad livers). The

Unusual Wildlife and Wildlife habitat:

community hunts and the Arctic Red River

Harvesters said its about the same to more fur

outfitters had good caribou and moose with their

bearers around our area, just a few goes trapping

hunts. In the Richardson mountains some caribou

and hunting and average for setting snares.

were skinny last winter. In the Fall hunting the

unusual to see no to fewer mosquitoes due to dry

caribou are noted to be good, fat and no

weather conditions. We have new bird species

abnormalities.

and insect coming into the GSA every year.

Caribou predators: We have more eagle, bears,

Closing Remarks: Most said yes, it was a good

lynx, red fox and wolves in the area and getting

experience and would do this survey again in the

more tamed also getting use to humans.

future. 1 said maybe and 1 said refused to answer.
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GWICH'IN - TSIIGEHTCHIC,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Youth Monitor: Geraldine Blake
CIHCTHEGIIST

As a monitor under ABEKS I had the opportunity to

They don’t see much thunderstorms during the

do community interviews with Anna May. We

summer but the rain comes in August, and the

interviewed harvesters within the community that

snow starts to melt in March/April it use to be in

go out on the land on a regular basis. We asked

late May. Warm temperatures are effecting freeze

questions about the changes of the land, weather,

ups which make it harder to be on rivers/lakes

animals, birds and any other landscape changes

they’re seeing too much open water.

that they may have seen or experienced the time
being out hunting, trapping and fishing.

They talked about how the berries don’t grow as

Time out on the land

big due to less rain or too cold summer sometimes

Harvesters spend time out there from 3-6 weeks

they’re even dried out which is unusual. Sometimes

out of a season depending on weather, water,

they can’t even find any long ago they use to be

snow, or changes in animal/fish migratory habitat.

all over in the muskgeg.

Weather

Fish

Those who have been out in the past year

Harvesters talked about the different types of

mentioned the temperature being too warm and

unusual amount salmon they catch in their fish

not as natural as it use to be from even back to 5

nets in the summer time. The different type of fish

years ago, the warmest it has been yet in their

runs are sometimes earlier or later than they

time being out there harvesting. They don’t see

usually are and that they can’t predict the runs

enough snow or frost in the winter time. Also, not

anymore. (Elders)

even rain in the summer which effects water levels
for them to travel on the rivers.
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Berries

Youth Monitor: Geraldine Blake
continued
and make a good living now days its hard. There is

The bird migration comes early and leaves later

plenty of bears coming near and within the

than usual as its warmer today. They’re not hearing

community. They’ve seen more moose in the area

or seeing of much songbirds this past year usually

sometimes 4-6 six hanging around an area which

you hear them every year. This past fall they seen

is unusual.

many geese/swans leaving early and then making
their way back and leaving later, which was

Unusual wildlife and wildlife habitat

strange. They see a decline in the falcons,

More moose hanging within a distance of each

mallards ducks, whisky jacks and more seagulls

other, and a few harvester mentioned a pelican

than usual. The eagles and geese are the same,

showing up near Tsiigehtchic in the McKenzie River

not much hawks have been seen.

which was very strange to see and how everything

C I HC CI HT C
H ET G
H EI IGS ITI S T

Birds

is different in this day and age they use to be able

Caribou

to read the caribou/moose now today you

A huge decline in the caribou in the past 3+ years

couldn’t even if you wanted to its harder to hunt

sometimes even none to harvest as they’re not

wildlife with the habitat changing.

taking their same migratory route due to more
forest fires. The condition of the caribou are

Closing remarks

usually average size with no problems with the

As a Youth Monitor for ABEKS I enjoyed going out

meat or any other part of the game. The wolf

interacting with different harvesters and hearing

population has increased in our area so thats part

the feedback about all the different changes they

of the decline in caribou being in the Gwich’in

seen over the years.These surveys give everyone

Settlement Area.

within the Gwich’in Nation knowledge of how
climate change is effecting our traditional way of

Insects

life; how you travel or live out on the land now

They’re less misquotes this summer do to an

days. so it was interesting as a young person to

unusual cold summer. Many other insects

have this experience. The people that we got to

increasing and are larger than usual such as the

interview are interested in doing these surveys as

spiders, bulldogs and the hornet beetles.

its important to document everything that they/we
all see, they enjoyed giving the feedback and had

Mammals

no problems answering any of the questions and

They’re too much otter in the area which are

said they’re willing to have it in our community. I

effecting the muskrat population, more beavers

would like to thank all who allowed us to interview

than usual which is part of lower water lake levels.

you and also a thank you to Arctic Borderlands for

They’re also fewer marten they use to be all over

giving youth the opportunity to go out with a

the country where everyone was able to harvest

monitor to see what these studies are about.
Haii’ Choo!!
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GWICH'IN - FORT MCPHERSON,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Senior Monitor: May Andre
NOSREHPCM TROF

Time of the Land

winds. Sudden and strong winds making travel by

A lot of harvesters spent nearly all summer and

boat difficult; also ferry would have to shut down.

spring on the land fishing, hunting, berry picking.

Dry spring and summer therefore lots of forest fires

Nearly all the same harvesters [were interviewed

and no berries and low water. Lots of rain in

this year]. People were back and forth to camps

September.

or every weekend.

Weather

Berries
Not much on the preserve and hills. Some people

Winter – warmer than usual. More snow, frosty, less

found good crops in the delta. All depends on

wind.

where you go. This is due to dry spring and

Spring – cooler, more winds, dry, lots of fires, not

summer.

much rain.
Summer – more sudden high winds, dry lots of

Fish

fires. Not much rain in July and August. Lots of rain

Some people report not as much fish as last year.

in September.

Water too clear and not as high as last year.

Fall – Cooler than normal, less snow, frosty. Lots of

Everyone met their needs. Some people fish for

rain in Sept.

dogs, others don’t. Some people said the fish were

Ferry shut down for 6 days. Things that were

soft because of warm water.

noticed about weather this year: Permafrost
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melting fast because of milder weather. Earth is

Birds

soaking up snow and rain water. Crazy weather.

Dabbling Ducks, Mallards – depending on location

No one can predict weather anymore. More north

some say less. Geese – most people say more.

Senior Monitor: May Andre
continued
Bugs

Cranes – same

Mosquitos, blackflies and other biting insects less.

Water birds, loons, swans and shorebirds all the

More bees, wasps and butterflies and sunflies.

same.
Falcons – none in this area Eagles – more Hawks –

Caribou predators

same

Golden Eagles – same, some say more

Owls – less

Grizzly – more grizzlies, even came into our town

Woodpeckers – less

more likely because no berries and caribou.

Nighthawks – most people don’t know

Black bears – Most people say less

Kingfishers – most people don’t know

Wolves – more

Unusual birds – small yellow bird like a canary at

Lynx – more lynx with young ones reported

midway

Wolverine – same

Bird migration

Kill sites

Song birds arrived early or the same and left early

Most say they didn’t see any.

N OCSI RHECHTPHCEM
RO
G I TI S
T F

Ptarmigan/grouse – less ptarmigan, more grouse

Waterfowl arrived noticeably late and left
noticeably early. Other birds arrived at the same

Mammals

time as usual and left early Particular things

More beavers, fox, wolves, lots of caribou but all

notices about birds this year In September some

took off to Alaska. Grizzlies, otters, depending on

ducklings still were unable to fly. Ducks with young

location. More rabbits. More lynx. More moose or

ones on river which is very rate, they are usually on

same. Depending on location, more muskrats.

lakes. Not as much song birds or gulls.

More squirrels. Mind, weasels, wolverines, fox,
martens, black bears - all same or less. Sheep –

Caribou

don’t know.

Lots of caribou but too far away. From the border

different route. What prevented caribou hunting

Unique, rare, unusual or special wildlife or
wildlife habitat occurrences including unusual
birds, fish or insects or excessive erosion of
land.

needs from being met was availability, location of

Excessive erosion of lands is happening all over

caribou, cost of gas/equipment and not enough

our country. Sumps are getting deeper and wider.

shared caribou. A company was blasting at the

Banks of rivers and lakes are falling in. Sides of

border this fall and crushing gravel around Km. 6

hills are falling into rivers. Lots of sandbars. Less

all day and night. This scared the caribou to

rain and more fires destroying caribou feeding

different route.

grounds. Hardl any berries on hills and near

Caribou characteristics:

McPherson. Some salmon & wall eye caught.

Summer – all fit and fat

These are not usually caught in this area. Some

Fall – fit and fat

abnormalities seen in fish stomachs. Lots of over

Physical abnormalities: Hardly any reported any

growth all over the country. Shrubs are taller and

abnormalities. All in good shape. Some with

getting more dense on the hills. I’ve interviewed

swollen joints.

people who hunt, trap & fish on 4 different areas.

they took off to Alaska. Not many people met their
needs as they were too far away. Lots of forest
fires. This may have caused them to take a

So some answers will be different with birds and
mammals.
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GWICH'IN - FORT MCPHERSON,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Youth Monitor: Rayna Vittrekwa
Time on Land

NOSREHPCM TROF

Year of Birth of Harvesters ranged from 1930 1970 Time spent on land ranged from weekends to
living on the land fulltime. Weekend Harvesters
typically were Fishing, Camping and Berry Picking.
Full time Harvesters

activities covered all the

activities including Hunting, Trapping, Berry
Picking, Hauling wood, Harvesting bark, sap, etc.

A number of fish harvesters reported there were
not as many fish as last year. Water was low
during summer, due to lack of rain. Water was
warmer than usual therefore fish was soft. Number
of fish harvested ranged from 20-2000. Fish
harvesters need were met. Fish provided for other
people this year ranged from 5-50.

(not berries).

Unusual, Extreme and Rare Weather Events
All seasons had unusual, extreme or rare weather
events. Winter spring and fall were mild
conditions. Fall was longer than usual. Spring was
early. Winter’s are reportedly receiving milder
weather. Lot’s of rain in September.

Berries
Due to very little rain in spring, there were hardly
any berries. Berries were often surrounded by bear
feces. Regardless berries were reported to be in
good conditions when eaten.
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Fish

Bird Migration
Majority of the bird population, in particular
waterfowls arrived early, and left early. General
less observations of bird populations. Hardly any
harvesters for Birds, with their general needs being
met. Very small unusual birds were observed with
only 2 unusual observations this past year.

Caribou
Many reports of large quantities of caribou,
although the caribous’ population route is more
northeast of Fort McPherson’s regions. General
consensus of caribou harvesters needs

Youth Monitor: Rayna Vittrekwa
continued
Concluding Remarks of Youth Monitor

area reported, this may be one of the reasons they

As the Youth Monitor for Fort McPherson, this

took a different route.

position gives me the opportunity to express how
much I love the outdoors with many like-minded

Caribou Characteristics

individuals. Harvesters who live their lives knowing

The minimal amount of caribou harvested were

what is surrounding their campsites, with a few

reported to be in good condition with hardly any

jokingly calling their campsite a zoo. Saying that

abnormalities. Mosquitoes, black flies and other

they saw every animal outside their doors or from

biting insects populations were reported to be

their outdoor workplace windows. The harvesters

increasing.

are incredibly intelligent in their own right. They
know what to do and what not to do, wisdom that

Caribou predator kill sites were reportedly

N OC
SR
H TP H
C EMG T
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I IRSOT F

were not met. Many forest fires near Eagle Plains

was passed to them from their elders.

uncommon with only 1 kill site being reported.
Being a monitor puts me in situations and places I

Concluding Remarks of Harvesters

wouldn’t normally be, visiting several different

General consensus of the harvesters concluding

homes to purely talk about the land for 30 minutes,

remarks were that the interviews was a good

with both monitor and interviewee learning and

experience and that they would partake in the

gaining from the experience. What I truly liked

survey again. Harvesters comments regarding the

about being a youth monitor was being apart of

community monitoring survey for future reference,

the conversation with what is good or bad about

were that the survey should be reported to them

harvesting, what issues affecting not only the

and that the survey is really good for the

harvesters selected for the interviews but the

community and that information collected in this

community and its neighboring communities.

survey is incredibly important. A few harvesters
also talked about caribou hunting etiquette and

The challenging aspects of being a youth monitor

how the topic should be brought up in the survey.

were very minimal with my only two challenges

A topic that can improve and issue that the topic

being not receiving full answers when asking

needs a better and more inclusive discussion.

questions, which very few of the harvesters did.

Many harvesters made remarks about how the

And that the database had sticky fingers, when

hunters should be made more aware of traditional

simply pressing ‘Enter’ results in the survey being

hunting etiquette - with regards to when to shoot,

entered and having to enter the same survey in

when hunting with large groups of other hunters.

three entry’s. Otherwise the database entry was

Harvesters remarks were also worrisome about the

working very well. As the Youth Monitor I am very

use of fourwheelers and how harmful the vehicle

thankful I got this wonderful and enlightening

are to lichen, the ground and nearby hunters.

experience. Thank you to Arctic Borderlands and

Remarks of caribou harvesters also extended to

the participating organizations.

harvesters not wanting to hunt caribou because
they don’t want to compete with hunters who hunt
with ski-doo’s and four wheelers.
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INUVIALUIT - INUVIK,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Senior Monitor: Nellie Elanik
Youth Monitor: Alexandria Elanik
Time of the Land
We have interviewed 20 active HTC members here

Some the people spent year around living in the
land and the others are part-time during spring
summer fall and winter

KIVUNI

in Inuvik NT

Animals/Mammals

Weather

More moose, otters, bears and wolves around

Not much about the weather but more winds, less
snow and more rain

Birds
Seem like there is more swans, loons and geese.
The birds arrived and departed early then other
years, few of the interviewers has seen a
hummingbird around the Inuvik area

Berries
Knuckles berries were very good in abundance and
quality, blue berries were fair and cranberry’s were
in good condition

Fish
Not much to say about the fish but people are
getting enough that there needs are meet and a
few interviewers got fish for there dogs
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Time on the land

inuvik area, seen packs of wolves in the Mackenzie
Delta

Porcupine Caribou
There was same amount of caribou, some the
people did not go hunting because of the cost of
gas, no equipment or the caribou is too far to hunt
but no bad reports on the meat

Insects
No difference in the mosquitos and flys but some
yellow-jackets has been seen More land erosion
has been reported in the Mackenzie Delta, Sandy
Hills and Coastal area.

We would like to say thank you it was interesting to
hear the different stories about the animals, birds,
caribou and about the land

GWICH'IN - INUVIK,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Senior Monitor: John Edwards
Youth Monitor: Darielle Bonnetplume
Time on the Land
• Spend most of the time fishing at the Fish

• Last winter tried to trap marten, Fished, Haul
wood and prepare camp for Summer Fishing.
Fished all summer. Try to hunt this fall.

there is time to do it and when they come around

• Try to spend at least 60 days this spring and

for the fish work.

summer to Hunt, Fish and Haul wood for fishing

• Majority of the time on the land was Hunting,

camp.

Trapping, Fishing, (when were out on the land we

• Tried to hunt this winter, spring and summer. If

do the basics of living there, haul wood, Camp,

not doing that will Trap, Fish and usual haul wood

Hike, everyday essentials should be under one

and keep camp ready to go.

bracket).

• Spent all seasons getting ready for the next time

• Spends time on the land for Spring break up and

on the land. In the winter we would haul wood and

Fall freeze up, just caught this person the day she

get camp preparation. Same for the spring but

was leaving until after freeze up.

this time we would cut the brush around the camp

• Spring only (Waterfowl) Hunting, Fish in summer
and Hunt Moose in fall.
• Only Fish and Berry picking on weekends and if
there is game to hunt we hunt them too.
• Picked berries about 90 days this summer and
fall.
• Summer only and did try to Hunt, Fish, did haul
wood and lots of Hiking.
• Only 3 Days this winter.

KIVUNI

Camp, Hunting Birds when they arise, Trap when

and trails. Summer was in full swing for Berry
picking season in August September. In the fall we
would get our winter supply of wood ready to start
all over again.
• Hunt, Trap, Fish, Berry Pick, Haul Wood, Camping
and Hiking all throughout the year. Mainly in the
Summer time and rest of the year is seasonal
depending on which Fish, Berries, Birds or
Mammals are available.
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Senior Monitor: John Edwards
Youth Monitor: Darielle Bonnetplume
continued
KIVUNI
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• Hunted, Berry Picked, Haul Wood, Camped and

• Same weather for this person, nothing unusual.

Hiked around.

• It was hot this past July, August and September.

• Trap most of the time, and when I do see game

Noticed hardly and Mosquitoes.

out there I will hunt them and all other activities

• It was hotter than normal for January threw to

with camp life, Haul wood, water, camping and

March, and a lot more snow for that time period

just living out on the land.

also. Very dry that I’ve seen between June and

• Mostly Hunt & Fish through spring and summer.

August. Early thaw in April and May, Lots of Rain

• Spend time in all seasons of the year on the land

August through October.

trying mostly to hunt but do some fishing too.

• Noticed that it was hotter between April and

• Spend time throughout the year, but mainly in the

June, even now in October. Also less snow this

fall and winter to trap.

time of the year. (April to June). Windier and

• Majority of time spent on the land was in the

Rainier in July, August and September.

spring and summer.

• Hot in April to July, and in October too, more
snow in January to March, It really rained a lot

Weather

between, July and October.

• More rainy this year, not as hot, everything was

• Hot all year, less snow for October, more water in

late with the weather, Hot in January to March,

April to June, and More rain in July to October.

Open water in parts of January to March, not hot

• Hot from January to September, and noticed less

in April to June.

snow. More wind this fall and Rainy periods from

• Warmer than normal this spring to summer, hardly

April to September. More Erosion and Landslides,

any snow this winter early spring, frosty at times

(Reindeer Station, Stormy Hills).

from April to September and lots of wind this

• Cold for July, August and September. Noticed

summer too, windblown some days.

more snow and frosty for January and February.

• Warm 2017 fall, Noticed really fast thaw in the

Warmer in May and June, a lot rainier in July to

Delta.

September.

• Noticed more rain in July, August and September

• Less snow than normal when trapping from

this year.

January to March. Lightning/Thunderstorms in July

• Never noticed any unusual weather for me. •

to August off and on. Noticed a warm spell too

Noticed that it was hot in July, August and

from January to March when I was out trapping a

September.

lot. Water on the land and rivers came late for me

• Colder than normal for January, February and

from April to June. O yeah freezing rain was notice

March, because he went hunting on the North

in fall of 2016.

Slope (Coast) and it was really cold for him, no

• Hot for the periods from April to September.

wind break or trees.

Rainey this fall.

• This fall is really warm look it’s October and still
open water and the ground should be frozen.
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Senior Monitor: John Edwards
Youth Monitor: Darielle Bonnetplume
continued
• Picked Ukpiks in July and August and there

• Do pick berries, but too busy with the demand of

weren’t many and the quality was low and in poor

fish requests.

shape. Tried to pick Cranberry and Blueberry in

• Picks Knuckles – there was a few for her, and the

August and September and notice there were a

quality was high, and overall was excellent.

lot more and quality was higher and overall berries

Cranberry in September, and was not as many but

was good. Notice Ukpiks weren’t ready when this

quality for her was high and overall was good.

person tried to pick, said the Ukpiks were falling

Blueberry was in July and was little and low quality

off early.

and very poor. Hardly any, for her was to dry

• Tried to pick Knuckles in August, there were a lot

berries.

for me, and was overall good. I think that they

• Knuckle Berries in August, was Very Few, Low

were early and cooked early too.

Quality, Overall she said it was average.

• Picked only for Ukpiks in August and it was good

Cranberry in September was a lot but the quality

for us, the Quality was good and tasty, slow

was low and overall good.

season in the Gwich’in Area, had to go north into

• Knuckles Berry, Cranberry-July, August &

Inuvialuit Settlement Area to get our fair amount

September, Abundance was More, Quality was

for the family.

High, Overall was Excellent. Blueberry, August &

• Went to pick but no berries for where he was

September, Abundance was More, Quality was

looking in the G.S.A. and I.S.R.

High, Overall was Excellent. A lot more berries

• Never picked berries this year but bartered for

than last year. (If could not find any good berry

them with what meat and fish I had.

spots in G.S.A. picked in the Yukon and I.S.R.)

• Picked or tried to pick blueberries in July but was

• Did not pick berries, was busy at work and only

nothing and really poor but good to eat what I

tried to hunt and fish with time off.

got.

U EN G
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Berries

• Never picked berries.
• Picked or tried to pick Blue Berries and in was

Fish

little and the quality was low and very poor. Think

• Fished a lot this summer, Whitefish, Crooked

it was hot at first and cooled really fast.

Back, Coney, Arctic Char, Grayling, Jackfish,

• Never picked berries.

Loche, 2 Smelt.

• Poor for Knuckles this July, only time I went out to

• Fished for Whitefish, Crooked Back, Arctic Char,

look. So if poor then no need to go back out and

and always get your Jackfish in the nets too.

look later.

• Fished for couple days this summer and got

• Knuckle Berry was picked in August but was few

about 60 Whitefish and 60 Crooked Back.

and quality was low and poor shape. But noticed

• Did not fish this year.

low in the G.S.A. and higher in the I.S.R. Lots of

• Caught about 400 Whitefish, 2 Coney and

Cranberries in August and September and the

always get your Jackfish too.

quality was high and the overall shape was

• Never Fished.

excellent. Blueberries was in good quality was

• Fish this summer mostly, and caught about 200

high in abundance and the overall shape was

Whitefish, 50 crooked back, 100 Coney and in the

excellent.

mix of about 20 Jackfish.
• Caught about 200 Whitefish and 100 Coney.
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Senior Monitor: John Edwards
Youth Monitor: Darielle Bonnetplume
continued
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• Where I fished we got about 40 Whitefish, 2

• Never went out hunting Game Birds or Water

Chum, 5 Jackfish and 5 Loche.

Birds. Always lots of Eagles around fish camp.

• Never Fished.

•Tried to hunt for Geese and Swans, but did not

• Fished for all different kinds of fish, Whitefish,

meet my needs and was same amount for me.

Crooked Back Coney, Lake Trout, Jackfish

• Never Hunted.

Loche/Burbot and Herring.

• Notice there were less Geese, More Ptarmigan

• Fished for Whitefish, Crooked back, Coney and

and Sandhill Cranes. Never seen Falcons, More

of course your Jackfish has to be there trying to

Eagles, Same Hawks, and Less Owls. Don’t know

get a free meal.

about the Song birds. Egret at the Town of Inuvik

• Only fish a little, bad timings for the fish runs, but

Dock (Boat Landing)

did meet our needs for the family. Our dog didn’t

• A lot more Geese, Ptarmigan, and Sandhill

even want to eat the fish too, ate what we ate.

cranes. More sandpipers too. Great Egret at the

• Went to fish for Whitefish, Crooked Back Coney,

Boat landing.

Dolly Varden and Loche. Did get the amount that

• A lot more Black Ducks. Somebody seen a bird

my family needed for the year.

(EGRET) at the dock.

• Fished only for Coney and Loche.

• A lot of Ptarmigan/Grouse for me.

• Fished only for Whitefish and Coney to make dry

• More Kestrels and Owls and more Woodpeckers

fish. But did not meet my needs for the family.

too. Very low songbirds and ducks, but a lot of
mallards.

Birds

• Less Ducks and more Geese, Loons and Swans.

• Less Ducks, More Geese and Swans, More Eagles

More Falcons, Eagles and Owls. Kingfishers was

and Owls. Did not meet needs for family when

present during the spring time. (Mating Season).

went out hunting for just family.

Great Egret at the town dock. Turkey Vulture

• Noticed more Geese and Sandhill Cranes, A lot

spotted in Richardson Mountains. A lot of Snow

more Loons, Swans and Shorebirds. More Eagles,

Geese this year than, previous years.

Hawks, Woodpeckers, Nighthawks, and Kingfishers.

• Don’t hunt Game or water birds, but whiskey jack

• More Dabbling ducks, Geese, Loons and Swans.

always bother around for left overs.

Don’t know about the Falcons and Hawks, but
more Eagles. Less Owls. Don’t know about

Caribou

Woodpeckers and Nighthawks, same for

• Less Caribou than previous years, did not want to

Kingfishers.

disrupt migration pattern/route, let the caribou

• Don’t know about the Game Birds, Water birds,

come right into the territory and not to scare them

Birds of Prey and Song Birds this year.

back west right away...

• Don’t know about the Game Birds, Water birds,
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• Caribou was about the same for this person, but

Birds of Prey and Song Birds this year.

was lucky to get what he needed for his family

• Notice more Geese and Swans, but busy with

and relatives.

work. More Eagles at the fish camp.

• Less Caribou for him, had to go to Aklavik and

• Never went out hunting Game Birds or Water

drive down to the coast and even then it was less

Birds.

to go all that way, but was happy with what he

• Never went out hunting Game Birds or Water

got.

Birds. Always lots of Eagles around fish camp. Oh

• Tried to hunt caribou, hardly any around our

and Seagulls too. Noticed a lot of yellow

region and cost a lot just to go and look if you’re

songbirds.

lucky.

Senior Monitor: John Edwards
Youth Monitor: Darielle Bonnetplume
continued
Mammals

• Was lucky to get some Caribou. Noticed more

• More to trap this past spring and from last year’s

Bulls and Calves, and less Cows. Never met my

trapping season, just fewer foxes and black bears.

household needs.

• A lot more mammals this year, and did go out to

• Never Hunted.

trap will go out again as the trapping season

• More caribou in general for this person. Only

opens (November 1st).

hunt Caribou in winter time, and was good and

• Didn’t trap only watched the camp for the boys?

the size was average and did not notice any

But will be out there for fall freeze up and can

abnormalities, was happy to get caribou.

give information if I participate next year.

• Never went out to hunt Caribou, too far, and cost

• Don’t trap so Don’t Know.

too much even to try and go look around.

• Never trapped this year.

• Caribou didn’t show up all back in Alaska.

• Don’t trap so Don’t Know.

• Hardly any this past year, all in Alaska, had to go

• Never trapped this year, maybe this winter, busy

down to the Yukon coast to get my Caribou but

with work.

did not meet my family’s needs. Hardly any

• Never trapped this year.

mosquitoes but more sandflies.

•Tried to trap this past winter, maybe late this fall

• Cost too much to go hunt, and too far, lots for

and winter again.

gas. But do give shells sometimes.

•Tried to trap for marten hardly any around.
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• Never hunted caribou, nothing around.

• Never trap this year. Cost too much.

Caribou Characteristics

• Don’t Trap.

• Did not stay around long enough to find out.

• More Beavers, Muskrats, Martin, Wolverine,

• Was good for this person and was average

Wolves and Otters. Only try to trap these ones,

shape. But a lot more bugs he noticed.

and all the rest is the same I think.

• The overall condition was average and fat in size

• Don’t trap no more, cost too much.

and never noticed any abnormalities.

• More Rabbits, Lynx, Wolves, Moose and Grizzly

• Only hunted in winter and it was poor, and some

Bears and Cubs.

where average size, and noticed swollen Joints,

• Seen a lot more Beavers, Muskrats, Rabbits,

testes or glands.

Marten, Mink Wolves Moose and Otters. Less Black
Bears, and Grizzly cubs, and the rest of the

Caribou Predators

mammals is the same that is listed.

• Noticed more Eagles and seen less of the

• Set trap sometimes around smoke house when

Predators around, (Grizzly, Wolves, Lynx, Wolverine,

small game bother my fish.

because of lack of Caribou.
• More Grizzlies looking for left overs and about

Unusual or Unique Observations

same for wolves. Noticed only one kill site by a

• Not as much fish as in previous years. (2 Smelt).

predator.

• Sandhill Cranes hanging around Mackenzie River

• Never noticed any predators while on the coast.

Ferry (Fort McPherson Side).

• Same for Lynx, and less Wolves and Wolverines.

• Seen a Yellow Color Hummingbird. When it gets

Seen 2 kill sites.

really cold noticed that there are White Foxes

• Noticed more Wolves and Wolverines when out

around.

trapping and hunting.

• Dry Berries this year.

• Seen a lot of Eagles Wolves and Lynxes, Same

• Bats around Campbell Lake Hills and Beaufort

for Grizzlies and Wolverines, always looking to

Delta Area.

scavenge when people hunt. Seen about 5 kill

• Noticed Robins here really early.

sites of caribou on the coast.

• Noticed hardly and Mosquitoes.
• None at the time.
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Senior Monitor: John Edwards
Youth Monitor: Darielle Bonnetplume
continued
• Notice Ukpiks weren’t ready when this person
tried to pick, said the Ukpiks were falling off early.
• Egret at the Town of Inuvik Dock (Boat Landing)

K TA H/ EK G
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•Thawing of the ground is more noticeable and a
lot of Mudslides, I work with Pilings and they are
shifting away more than before).
•Great Egret spotted down by the Docks.
•Early break up, and late freeze up.
•Egret Spotted in town.
•A lot more Eroding of the land is more common or
seen or heard of.

Concluding Remarks
• Can you give more Gas Litres or Increase the
Voucher amount?
• Increase Gas Voucher?

• BUMBLE BEES, (Berries) Noticed NO Bees, NO
Berries. (Pollination Process?).
• No Comment at this time.
• Hope my time was helpful.
• Would do it again, Need to get more information
about the surveys being done and what it’s
(A.B.E.K.S.) is all about. (Advertisements in
community earlier).
• Could gave more information a few years ago
but was a Wildlife Officer at the time. (Can you
interview them even if they are working?)
• No Comment.
• Hard to answer for October to December when
you do the Interviews this time of the year.
• Increase the gas vouchers or even the litres
amount.

• Was wondering if Non-Aboriginals can
participate in this survey too. Water was too high
this summer to fish, also no time was it was good
to fish.

INUVIALUIT - AKLAVIK,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Senior Monitor: Doris Rogers

Time on the Land

Berries

Hunting, Trapping, Fishing, Berry picking we’re all

Cloud berries came early this year, but didn’t last

the activity collected.

to long, all the berries were cooked, harvesters

Weather throughout the 4 seasons what was

mentioned it was very dry crunchy ground when

mentioned, We had a very Mild winter, with hardly

they stepped places. very unusual. Cranberries

any snow, only towards the end of season it

and blue berries is the same amount almost every

started to get cold and windy.

year. Mostly everyone met there needs.

Springtime rolled around and it was earlier than
usual, ice Break-up came quick and in know time

Caribou Hunting

hunters were out boating hunting for Muskrats.

Less caribou this year compared to previous years,

There were a lot of hot days, and very dry, it also

the caribou migration changed there routes and

rained off and on though out the summer months.

patterns. Depending on the season harvesting,

More than half the harvesters mentioned they had

During the Winter-Fall months, Fair size and in

a Late Fall. It took long for freeze-up to come. The

good shape. Spring-Summer Average-Skinny, Few

weather is forever changing, you never know what

puss and spots Harvesters also mentioned the cost

can happen now days.

of Gas is to expensive and the location, they travel
way back looking for caribou.
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Senior Monitor: Doris Rogers
continued
Fishing

Lots of wolves in the delta. Foxes, Wolverines,

There was Whitefish, Coney, Louche, Jackfish,

Lynx’s about the same. Musk ox is still over

Dolly Varden Char, Herring and different types of

populated scaring the caribou away. Also Beaver

Salmon reported, in types of sizes. Most of the

and Otters is to much.

fishermen met there needs.

Birds

Insects

The number of birds that were reported. Less or

Fewer Mosquitos and lots of Sandflies

the same all though out the Delta. There were
more Geese, Swans, Ptarmigan, Ducks, Eagles and

Lots of erosion In the Delta and coastline. Water

shorebirds which came early and left late in the

levels were low, Travellers mentioned Beavers and

season. They even reported unusual birds like a

Otters are jamming up the rivers and creeks. To

Pelion Falcon in the Delta, also small yellow birds

shallow to go places anymore. An Elder said “The

and few others not mentioned. Crazy as it sounds

Land is always changing” “ Educate young

even a Dove was spotted.

hunters to know how to travel all year round”

KIVALKA

Mammals
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Youth Monitor: Trisha Greenland
I, Trisha Greenland was hired by the Arctic
Borderlands Ecological Knowledge Society
(ABEKS) as Youth Monitor. The Aklavik Hunters and
Trappers Committee (AHTC) recommended my
name as Youth Monitor. I worked along with Doris
Rogers, as she was hired as the Community

KIVALKA

Monitor. Doris and I attended the Training Session
in Inuvik in September. This training session was
very informative and it was a good learning
experience.

I enjoyed learning from the previous community
monitors. Once back in Aklavik we got our list of
interviews from the AHTC. Doris and I started
interviewing local Inuvialuit harvesters. We set up
times with local harvesters and met them at the
local HTC office. I enjoyed working along with
Doris. And listening to all the local knowledge was
very interesting for me as a youth monitor.
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A lot of local harvesters had similar stories to
share about the land and animals they harvest.
Some Elder harvesters had hard time hearing us
but we just had to speak up. We had a bit of
confusion with the gas vouchers and we forgot to
tell the harvester where to get gas. I have also
noticed similar stories from harvesters. And I also
learned from the harvesters that they like to share
their knowledge about the land, like to talk about
mudslides and climate change.

In future I would recommend that hiring a youth
monitor is very positive. Being a youth involved in
this ABEKS work was very informative for me.
Maybe the Youth can do more interviews next
time. Maybe five interviews? But overall it was
very good. I also enjoyed stopping by the AHTC
office, as office staff was always willing to assist
us anyway.

GWICH'IN- AKLAVIK,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Senior Monitor: Dorothy Ross

and blueberries and blackberries were also

The weather was warmer than usual. A lot of south

picked.

winds in the summer and fall. It took a while to
freeze up and no snow in the winter. A lot of
erosion happening. Land slides, banks sliding and
warmer weather. A lot of open water. Water levels
are low. No more big winds or storms or -30/-40.
Fishing A lot of fishing happening in summer, fall
and winter. That is what most of he elders live off
of due to high prices at both stores. [They are
catching] a lot of salmon.

Berries
The yellowberries were early this year but cooked
and dried pretty early. Cranberries were ready

Caribou
Caribou is our main food for Aklavik. Nothing

KIVALKA

Weather

above Aklavik but hundred at the coast or above
the highway. There were two caribou predator kill
sites seen in the past and a couple with cysts.

Mammals
Beavers, rats, wolves, lynx are the most things
they hunt or trap. The muskox are taking over the
caribou’s eating foods or grounds above Aklavik.
Seals are also seen in the delta. Some different
things that were seen: Blue and black beetle
Cowbird Bat A lot of Blue Jays
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GWICH'IN - OLD CROW,
YUKON TERRITORY
Senior Monitor: Jason Van Fleet
Youth Monitor: Maureen Charlie

Salmon numbers were also very low compared to
previous years. Low and warm water. Elder said
that salmon will try and spawn where they can find

When I think that I am getting a strong
understanding of what is happening with the fish

suitable areas, rather than try to go further
upstream.

WORC DLO

wildlife and it’s habitat, I get thrown a curve ball.
Working on natural resources in my day job keeps
me informed on the on goings around our
community and on the land. I always enjoy sitting
with those who, I know, spend more time than me
on the land. The interviews often stray off topic
and end after a long story, taking us out of their
living room and into the Vuntut outback.

Weather
The majority general indicated that the weather
has been warmer than previous years overall. I
recall a freezing and icing event during a rainfall
in January 2017, some recalled this while other
suggested that is was just generally warmer at
different parts of the year. I will also say that some
indicated a lack of precipitation. River was at
historical lows after break up and lasted till
August. Low winter (Jan, Feb, March) 2017 snow
pack also attributed to this.

Berries and Insects
Participants identified a very mediocre year for
berries. They indicated midpoint in quantity while
they were abundant as usual. Lower precipitation
general supports a less quality berry. Elder were
saying this summer there has been little to no rain
and the berries need that, to plump up. On the
other hand insects were out in fewer number
making picking berries more enjoyable. I have
noticed a considerable decline in flying insect
over the past three years that I have been here in
town. I recall a section of road at the rear of the
community in July and early august to be swarming
with dragon flies. I would say there was less than
half of what I have seen in previous years. My
observation is very alarming, as Old Crow is
adjacent to two very important bird sanctuaries.
more observation on this should be done, the
impact of declining insects can significantly
impact region.
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Senior Monitor: Jason Van Fleet
continued
many years, Eagles were out in abundance.

Those involved in the collection of data this fall

Discussion suggested lots up Crow River. As for

choose a lot of don’t knows for caribou and moose

water birds, song birds and game birds, departed

remained the same as previous years.

earlier than previous years.

Conversation with those involved ranged from
fewer caribou and unaware of their young.

Fur Bearers and Predatory Animals

Caribou were in the traditional territory of the

Only about 25 percent of correspondents report

Vuntut until early fall (September, rut season).

trapping these animals. I recall trends suggesting

Satellite collars distribution maps showed a nice

more wolf and moose populations have been

spread of both cows and bulls from Richardson

observed while smaller animals such as mink,

mountains to the north east of Old Crow, to the

weasel and marten a rare to see. It may be

Dempster highway, while funneling back to the

possible that due to the nature of these animals

border. It was felt that the caribou were doing

they are naturally seen less frequent? Rabbits

something very odd, making a big move during the

seems to be of abundance and lynx were report

rut season by picking up and hustling back to the

as on the rise.

other side of the border, travelling hundreds of

know they are out there because we see their

miles in just 4 - 5 days they were gone. It was

tracks in the snow and we find them in our traps.
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Caribou and Moose

Wolverine remains allusive but we

speculated that the earthquake in Mexico on
September 11 had something to do with it.

All and All
Another piece of traditional knowledge that was

Life around Old Crow seems very nice and

shared with me by an elder was that the

comfortable with mild winters (in the negative 20

porcupine caribou had not been south of Old

range with drops to 40 on occasion) and long

Crow, in the fishing branch preserve for a number

warm dry summer (temps range 15 - 20). Some of

of years (6 or 7). In late September or early

the not so highlights in my opinion are River

Octobers hunters were reported as harvesting

extremely low for greatest portion of the summer.

caribou down river (bluefish). It was felt that

Not good for fish and challenging to travel on. I

approximately 1000 mainly bulls crossed the river.

reported seeing fewer flying insects than previous

Some were harvested while, the survivors carried

years should be a priority. The impact would affect

on down to the preserve, show the young caribou

the bird sanctuaries thus the surrounding

their wintering grounds when completing a full

environment unimaginable. Warmer winters are not

migration. Moose were reported as in abundance

allowing the ground to freeze solid or as thick and

and in healthy condition. Caribou were report lean

deep as in the past. Snow covering the frozen

in the spring and fat in the fall. About 10 moose

river to early insulates the ice from the chill

were harvested in the fall when caribou was

needed to grow the ice thickness, causing thinner

unavailable.

ice and more open water. Danger to all those
using it.

Flying Animals
Migrating birds were returning to the north earlier

Maureen Charlie, the youth monitor, was willing to

than previous years, this is support by the fact that

try anything to get the questionnaires completed.

water is becoming open earlier with the river

A real self-starter and motivated. Maureen

going out in the first week of May. One of the

completed 5 interviews by herself and uploaded

notes in the interviews stated ‘that she was not

at least 10 interviews. It was real nice to work with

hearing the chick a dee dee dee dee bird as much

Maureen and she currently works in renewable

as previous years. After having low numbers for

resources management with VGFN. Keep up the
good work!
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Youth Monitor: Maureen Charlie

This experience was well enough for me to want

Iunanswered because Caribou this year was the

to try it again next year.

main priority on everyone’s list. I think the interview
is actually well written and that there isn’t anything

WORC DLO

There wasn’t anything complicated about this

that needs to be taken away or added, it was

whole procedure. It was an enjoyable experience

clear and straight forward with just enough

to go and interview some of these people and

information collected for what it’s meant for.

listen to their detailed answers about the land and
what their use to seeing.

My mentor was helpful and I think we did a good
job working together. There were some minor

Each of the people we interviewed had a

setbacks, but nothing we couldn’t handle.

different story and different view of what they see
when they go out on the land.

All in all I did have fun doing the Youth Monitoring
Program evaluation this year and I can’t wait to

When uploading the interviews it was clear what
the interviewees saw and what some perhaps
don’t notice or look for.
’d say some of the questions were left
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see the report in the new year.

INUVIALUIT - TUKTOYAKTUK,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
harvesters said that caribou were hard to find or
they had to travel far to harvest them. Others
said numbers were steady, but a lot of comments
of wounded caribou. A couple people reported
cysts/white spots on the meat, but no other
The majority of interviewees were the same as last

unusual conditions were reported.

year. This year we were able to work with a youth.
This was a great way to introduce the younger

Animals/Mammals

people into the program and to help with the

There were more muskrats, beavers and foxes

surveys. The harvesters interviewed this year were

reported this year. Not every hunter harvests the

all part time harvesters. A lot of trips were day

same animals.

KUTKAYOTKUT

Senior Monitor: Elizabeth Arey
Youth Monitor: Tiegan Raddi

trips or short camping trip mostly to look for
caribou. Spring time is a time when a lot of

Overall the surveys went well. We tried to

harvesters are out for longer camping trips

interview the same people as the year before.

whether doing day trips to fish and look around or

The feedback was positive and most said they

longer camping trips to fish, hunt and to be on the

would do the interviews again. I enjoyed working

land.

with the youth monitor. It was a very positive
experience for the harvesters, myself and the
youth worker.

Weather
There were not any unusual or extreme weather
cases that harvesters can recall. Mostly the
summer months are warmer, freeze-up is later and
winters are milder with less snow.

Berries
Berries had mixed reviews this year. Some said
berries were okay or maybe the geese beat them
to the patches, and others said the they were
plentiful. Blueberries were more abundant that
other years.

Fish
Most people were fishing in the spring at husky
lakes for trout and some fished with fishnets
for whitefish and herring. No one we interviewed
fished for dogs this year.

Birds
Geese, ptarmigan, eagles and hawks were noted
as more abundant. No new birds were reported
this year, but more sighting of the little yellow
warbler as reported in other years. Caribou Some
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Youth Monitor: Tiegan Raddi
Time on Land
Year of Birth of Harvesters ranged from 1950-1992
All Full-time harvesters spent time hunting caribou,
birds, wild game. Some people picked berries
during summer and fall months.

KUTKAYOTKUT

Unusual, Extreme and Rare Weather Events
All seasons has warmer weather in and around the
community. Most say we've had a warmer winter
last year.

Berries
There were quite a bit of rain, a lot of people said
that they picked during their days off in the
summer, they've boated out on the land. There

Bird Migration
Majority of the bird population, in particular
we've had more hawks hanging around town than
usual. Very small stayed a lot longer than they
usually do!

Caribou
Many of the Interviewees claimed that there were
less caribou than usual around the area. Very
few caribou that had anything wrong with them.
The minimal amount of caribou harvested were
reported to be in good condition with hardly any
abnormalities. Mosquitoes, black flies and other
biting insects populations were reported to be
slowing down and not so much an in increase.

claimed to be more berries last year. We have had
more berry pickers this past year than usual.

Fish
A number of fish harvesters reported there were
not as many fish as last year. Most of the guys
fished by setting a net during the summer and
winter.
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There wasn't to much feedback from the
community, they did mention that caribou is
coming around less but there is some healthy
caribou around. They did mention that they would
take the Interview again.

GWICH'IN - ARCTIC VILLAGE,
ALASKA
Senior Monitor: Mildred Allen

180-200 people. This year I interviewed ten
people. With the rapid changes, erosion is a
problem with lakes, swamps all drying up year
after year. It has been very interesting what
people had experienced and observed this past
few years. Some of the interviewees had family
members with them so they added their
information and I appreciate that. The ages were
30-60 years.

Time on the land
All who I interviewed spent time out on the land
and harvested caribou. When they do go out the
majority of them hunt and haul wood. Same as
trap and hunt caribou. They do this at the same
time due to the price of gas. More and more
people camp out in the summer time.

Warm climate makes it more convenient for them.
Some are staying longer with few trips to village
for supplies. Animal behavior is changing so
people are careful when they go out.

Weather
Winter months there was less snow and too warm
for that time of the year. Some say it is very
unusual to not have 40 below like in the old days.

EGALLIV CITCRA

Hello again. Arctic Village population is about

Snow was dry and few windy days. Not normal
for January/February to have wind. For spring
there was a lot of rain and less snow. Too warm
in April. They added that glacier and river ice
cracked in spring and created heavy fog and
moisture in the morning and evening. That was
unusual. The snow evaporated in May with no
puddles and mud. This is second year for that.
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Senior Monitor: Mildred Allen
continued

more geese, that is unusual for Arctic Village area

had moisture of weather. We even had snow that

and all were happy for that. Fort Yukon had less

is second year for that to happen. September was

ducks these past few years. They mostly went

mixture of weather. Warm, dry and frosty but no

around nearby village like Beaver and Stevens

snow. We used to have snow in September but not

Village. Some said it may be because of water

anymore. October is snowing but melts. We had

level and fire season. That is why they just go

heavy rain in October; that was unusual. Snow

through the flats and fly north. For loons and

finally came in the 3rd week of October but was

swans it is same as in the past and some say it is

still warm. It mostly had snow storm in the Brook

less. Hardly hear any loon and swan noise. One

Range so we only have tip of that storm. Windy,

family spotted a half loon/half swan and it did not

light snow and foggy, little too warm.

fly. Very unique and unusual. No shorebirds
around. One individual said he doesn’t see any

Fall we had mixture of weather. Very unusual that

warbler around anymore. For all year there are

is happening. Less snow makes it hard to get

less birds but more ducks. No changes on coming

wood and hunt. People had to be careful.

in early and staying late in fall due to warm

Machines break easily hitting stumps and staying

weather.

off the lakes. Again some said the weather
changes rapidly so they have to be prepared for it.

Caribou
Over the years a mixture of different herds come

Berries

through our area. We had western herd and this

Not very many people picked berries but few who

year we had Arctic herd. The caribou were all

have family went out and picked blueberries and

white, very unusual. The head and body is smaller

they said it was excellent. Abundant of berries and

and look like sheep on the mountain. They go in

delicious. For cranberries it was a poor year. They

groups and stayed all winter. They are constantly

did not grow. Too dry and chilly. Few seen salmon

moving because of wolves who follows them. They

berries way out in the mountains. They said it was

said he wolves came in packs. Too much willow

ripe and good. They grow in the swamp

growth in mountains and valley makes it hard for

abundantly.

caribou to move. Winter the characteristics of
caribou were a mixture of good condition,

Fish

average and some were skinny. Less fat on

Good year for Grayling. River, creeks and Big Lake.

caribou in winter months. In spring same as winter,

It was a good year for it. But for whitefish, water

people say they are constantly moving away from

was too warm. Some had ice worms, similar to

caribou that is why they have no fat. That is

that coming out of soft unusual skin. That is in the

unusual, way less fat than usual. Too may wolves

creeks. Overgrowth of plants in the creeks and

out there.

lakes and water level too low so not many people
went up river to fish or hunt. Whitefish and grayling

For physical abnormalities, few got caribou with

is one of our main sources of food. More said they

limp and wounded knees. Only one had sores,

use fish for their dogs. More jackfish than other

puss, soft meat and hair fell out by just wiping the

years. Sockeye is coming into our area, going into

body with hands. Very unusual for hair to fall out.

fish nets.

Why is it doing that? There was hardly any
blackflies and few insects for the summer. Others

Birds

say it was a normal year.

About half of them said they go out and get game
birds, mostly mallard, geese and pintails. More

Caribou predators

grouse out there and less ptarmigan. There was

Golden eagles is rarely seen harvesting on caribou
but main ones are grizzly or brown bear (we call it)
and wolves that bother caribou the most. More
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CIHCTHEGIIST

EGALLIV CITCRA

For summer months July was normal but August

Senior Monitor: Mildred Allen
continued

anymore. Rabbits are there year-round. People

planes fly over caribou and lure them away so we

rarely eat rabbits. It is not rich and fat like the

tell people not to fly around where caribou

flats. But some do snare for it. Wolves & caribou is

migrate.

same and we had more moose this year which
was very good. Some said female was not fat but

Mammals

bull moose is more better and fat. Good year for

We do not see beavers in our area, only few

moose. Mountain sheep, due to transportation &

spotted further south. Marten and mink mostly in

water level no one goes up. Only by plane. The

south area. But good year for marten. Trappers

sheep stay in higher mountains. One person said

were happy with fur being excellent. Less snow

maybe because of wolves. Other years we are

and warm weather. Not very many foxes seen. Lynx

going through more warm season, which is

are mostly in the flats. For small mammals, ground

causing drought and erosion. Swamps are all dry

squirrel is same but not very many out there. They

in the fall, very unusual. All are for the survey and

may move to different area to gather for winter.

want information that comes of the surveys, what

Weasel is rarely seen. Very unusual to not see

is happening and what the future holds for us.

SEEWEIVRETNI
E GCAI LHLCI V
T H CE IGT ICI SR TA

seen kill sites than other years. Some complained

them
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